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ABSTRACT: To predict whether a compound will superconduct and to predict
its transition temperature Tc prior to measurement have always been desires of the
materials science community. Matthias was first to report the necessary conditions
for the occurrence of superconductivity in elements, compounds, and alloys in
terms of density (valence electrons per atom). This current report is motivated by
somewhat similar empirical observations concerning the importance of valence
electrons per unit cell; more specifically, dopant valence electrons per unit cell
within intercalated insulators. In this article, though not exhaustive, a
representative list of 40 superconductors will be used to show that the onset of
superconductivity (insulator−superconductor boundary) within intercalated
insulators can easily be modeled, almost exactly, by the ideal gas law equation. Given this observation, in contrast to Matthias,
interactions are semiclassically accounted for to ultimately determine the single-element onset concentration needed to bring about
superconductivity within many intercalated insulators known to date. The 13 compounds which were previously intercalated and will
be discussed include inorganics, TiSe2, C60, YBa2Cu3O6, IrTe2, Bi2Se3, MoS2, ZrNCl, HfNCl, BP (black phosphorus), HoTe3, and
Y2Te5, and organics, C22H14 and C14H10. In essence, the overall objective of this report is to offer a slightly different viewpoint on
superconductivity, led by empirical observations, which seemingly leads to predictable experimental outcomes. If newly discovered
materials further validate this approach to intercalated superconductors, with minor refinements, a route to purposefully designing
superconductors may be accessible through onset conditions outlined in this article.
KEYWORDS: intercalation, insulator, superconductivity, ideal gas law, Mott insulator, semiconductor, predicting Tc, Matthias rules

■ INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of the first superconductor, Hg,1 countless
efforts have been made to arrive at a theory leading to the
necessary conditions for superconductivity to emerge within a
given system.2 To date, current predictions and their reliance on
easily accessible parameters for experimentalists (e.g., valence
electrons per atom, atomic radius, and atomic volume) are
heavily influenced by the works of Matthias and others.3,4

Without strictly considering interactions, it was found
empirically that superconductivity generally occurred if the
average number of valence electrons per atom is greater than two
but less than eight (i.e., 2 < Nave/atom <8) for elements,
compounds, and alloys. Within these limits for elemental
superconductors of the same column of the periodic table, the
transition temperature was discovered to be proportional to the
product of the radius R and the inverse mass M of the neutral
atom, Tc ∼ R18/M. What is remarkable is that an over-
simplification of superconductivity, by neglecting the inter-
actions inside superconductors, gives rise to fundamental
qualitative results for most materials in the superconducting
state. In contrast, the aim of this report is to examine the
insulator−superconductor boundary of intercalated insulators
via Coulomb interactions for quantitative predictions.

Coupled with the works of Matthias and others,5 modern
advances in computing power and programing have allowed
machine learning algorithms to join the race in discovering new
superconducting compounds.6,7 These methods usually rely on
the chemical composition and properties of the periodic table,
variables of easy access to materials scientists and chemists. Lists
of possible superconductors are often produced along with
physical and chemical parameters, which are weighted heavily
during the prediction stage (e.g., valence electrons6), giving
clues to the most probable variables of importance to induce
superconductivity. In fact, superconductors CaBi2 and
Hf0.5Nb0.2V2Zr0.3 were discovered via machine learning.7 They
were discovered without prior knowledge of their existence as
they were not a part of the public database used by the algorithm.
Though some aspects of this technique lead to successful
predictions more than half of the time (e.g., predictingTc),

7 they
do not give rise to convenient equations that can bemanipulated
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to create or modify superconductors predictably. Despite this
shortcoming, machine learning still provides a useful computa-
tional tool in the search for new superconductors.
To arrive at a better understanding of the onset of

superconductivity at the insulator−superconductor boundary,
doped insulators serve as ideal candidates for synthesis and
characterization as they enable a perturbative perspective on this
issue. The ability to monitor these systems (e.g., via resistance,
R(T)) as they gradually become metallic superconductors
through doping has allowed better quantification of the
necessary parameters governing the boundary between the
two distinct electronic states. Superconducting intercalates such
as CuxTiSe2,

8 Alkali3C60 (Alkali = K, Rb, and Cs),9−11 and
YBa2Cu3O6+x

12 represent some examples, where only specific
combinations of dopant parameters (e.g., radius, charge,
concentration, and so forth) bring out superconductivity from
their insulating counterparts TiSe2, C60, and YBa2Cu3O6,
respectively. Incidentally, these compounds also span the
gamut of known superconductors to date. Intercalates CuxTiSe2,
Alkali3C60, and YBa2Cu3O6+x are low-temperature (∼2 K)
layered BCS,13 mid-temperature (∼30 K) non-BCS, and high-
temperature (∼90 K) non-BCS superconductors, respectively,
where “BCS” indicates the microscopic theory of super-
conductivity developed by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer.14

As a result, this report will address these specific intercalates,
along with 37 other superconducting intercalated insulators
known to date.

= × ‐PV x N K T( )unit onset val B c exp.onset (1)

The following is a summary for the remainder of the article.
First, eq 1 is shown to be the empirical equation governing the
onset of superconductivity in intercalated insulators, consider-
ing the significance of intercalate valence electrons, where P,
Vunit, xexp.onset, Nval, KB, and Tc‑exp.onset are the pressure, unit cell
volume, experimentally measured dopant concentration at the
onset of superconductivity, number of valence electrons in
dopants (including s and d electrons for transition metals),
Boltzmann constant, and experimentally measured super-
conducting temperature at xexp.onset, respectively. Keep in mind
that the onset transition temperature is not necessarily at the
optimumdoping usually associated withmaximumTc. Given the
form of eq 1, a description for intercalated insulators exhibiting
superconductivity, in terms of Coulomb energies near the Fermi
energy, will be developed and tested. These ideas will be mapped
first to CuxTiSe2 to determine the value of one unknown
dimensionless quantity, As. After that the onset concentration
required to induce superconductivity in known intercalated
organic and inorganic insulators will be calculated, given the
easily acquired physical parameters of the host and the
intercalate. Calculated values will then be compared to those
reported from experiment.

Intercalated Insulators: Tc‑exp.onset ≈ PVunit/(xexp.onsetNvalKB)

As certain insulators are increasingly intercalated with specific
dopants (e.g., Bi2Se3 doped with Nb), at a critical concentration,
xexp.onset, superconductivity can be observed. Some possess phase
diagrams with many superconducting phases such as
YBa2Cu3O6+x (0.35 < x < 1), while others do not (e.g.,
Nb0.25Bi2Se3

15). All of these systems seem to obey eq 1 with
regard to their onset concentrations. Data for the experimentally

Table 1. Onset Transition Temperatures of Superconducting Intercalated Insulatorsa

[ref.]compound Tc‑exp.onset (K) Tc‑PV = PVunit/(xNvalKB) Nval xexp.onset Vunit (Å
3) BCS

8 CuxTiSe2 1 0.96 11b 0.045 65 Y
16 PdxTiSe2 1.8 0.42c 10b 0.11 65 ?
17 CuxIrTe2 1.25 1.00 11b 0.05 75 N
15 NbxBi2Se3 2.5 2.50 5b 0.25 426 N
18 SrxBi2Se3 2.8 15.6c 2 0.1 426 N
19 CuxBi2Se3 2.7 2.81 11b 0.1 426 N
20,21 K2+xC60 19.5 20.26 1 1 2810 Y
21 Rb2+xC60 30 (saturates@23) 20.26 1 1 2810 Y
22 Cs2+xC60 30d (saturates@20) 20.26 1 1 2810 Y
23 NaxMoS2 3.6 3.74 1 0.3 153 Y
24,25 KxMoS2 7 8.02 1 0.13 142 Y
26 RbxMoS2 6.25d 3.74c 1 0.3 153 Y
26 CsxMoS2 6.3d 4.26 1 0.3 174 Y
27 CaxMoS2 4 3.51 2 0.2 191 Y
27 SrxMoS2 5.6 3.51 2 0.2 191 Y
27 BaxMoS2 5.7 3.51 2 0.2 191 Y
28 K2+xC22H14 6.5 8.22 1 0.6 672 ?
28 Rb2+xC22H14 6.9d,e 4.48 1 1.1 672 ?
29 Ca1+xC22H14 7d 4.95 2 0.5 672 Y
30 K2+xC14H10 4.8d,e 3.56 1 1 485 ?
30 Rb2+xC14H10 5d,e 3.56 1 1 485 ?
31 Sr1+xC14H10 5.6 (saturates@4.8) 3.56 2 0.5 485 N
31 Ba1+xC14H10 5.4 (saturates@4.8) 3.56 2 0.5 485 N

aTable includes experimentally measured superconducting transition temperature Tc‑(exp.onset), empirically observed Tc‑PV =(PVunit)/
(xexp.onsetNvalKB), and physical properties to calculate Tc−PV for intercalated insulators. P = 1 atm for all compounds. bNval includes outer s and
d electrons for transition metals. cCalculated temperature deviates considerably from the experimentally determined value. dNo available detailed
reports on efforts to obtain lower concentrations. Therefore, lower concentrations might be possible, effectively increasing calculated Tc‑PV.

eThe
emergence of superconductivity depends on the synthesis time, non-monotonically, for some alkali-intercalated organics.28 Only synthesis at t = 20
h was attempted for Rb2+xC14H10, and similarly for others.30 Therefore, xexp.onset < 1 might be possible.
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measured superconducting transition temperatureTc‑exp.onset and
the empirically observed Tc‑PV = (PVunit)/(xexp.onsetNvalKB) are
compared in Tables 1 and 2. Equation 1 holds regardless of the
temperature range of superconductivity. The relation even
satisfies both BCS and non-BCS superconductors. This
observation is likely not due to coincidence as eq 1 only applies
to single-element intercalated insulators, which show super-
conductivity; no other type of doped superconductor closely
obeys this relation, except perhaps low-density semimetals like
IrTe2.
The equality between Tc‑exp.onset and Tc‑PV implies the onset of

superconductivity in intercalated insulators, and its associated
transition temperature can be expressed without the isotopic
mass. While in opposition to Matthias’ findings (e.g., Tc ∼ R18/
M), keep in mind that the realization of the ideal gas law relation
is made specifically at the insulator−superconductor boundary.
It is not a general feature of superconductors away from the
boundary. The ideal gas relation is shown graphically in Figure 1
for all compounds in Tables 1 and 2. It displays a plot of inverse
onset transition temperature, 1/Tc‑exp.onset, versus electron

density, Nave/Vunit. Here, the electron density is defined as the
average number of intercalating valence electrons, Nave =
xexp.onsetNval, per unit cell volume, Vunit. The ideal gas slope at 1
atm ± 20% (i.e., the pressure used in experiments for all
compounds) passes through the data despite a handful of
outliers. Errors arising from experimentally determined onset
concentrations and onset temperatures were either unreported
or within the range of 3% to approximately 20%.
Note the form of eq 1 suggests “external” energy (Eext = PVunit)

is equal to the energy within the unit cell (E in =
xonsetNvalKBTc−exp.onset), at the onset of superconductivity for
intercalated insulators. Eext can be calculated, so the latter is
where the author offers an interpretation of Tc−onset. For Ein, in
terms of Coulomb interactions involving valence electrons, in
general, the energy within a doped unit cell (empirically
proportional to KBTc−onset) can be described as shown in eq 2;
where prime denotes the host. Essentially, eq 2 says the total
energy from electron−electron interactions (ee) and electron−
proton interactions (ep) is a result of three main interactions
within the unit cell: dopant−dopant (Eep + Eee), dopant−host
(Ee′p + Ep′e + Ee′e), and host−host (Ee′p′ + Ee′e′).

= + + + + + +′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′E E E E E E E
Coulomb interactions

( ) ( ) ( )ep ee e p p e e e e p e e

(2)

For intercalated insulators, host−host interactions (Ee′p′ +
Ee′e′) do not contribute to the metallic state as all hosts are
insulators in this report; therefore, Ee′p′ + Ee′e′ = 0. This report
will also neglect dopant−host interactions (Ee′p + Ep′e + Ee′e),
admittedly because they are difficult to model, and second,
because intercalation is a comparatively weaker40 form of
bonding in relation to ionic and covalent bonds. However,
considering dopant−host interactions could prove unavoidable
for compounds doped under particle exchange (e.g.,
La2−xCexCuO

41). Thus, dopant−host interactions, especially
in weakly intercalated compounds, will be ignored but is
understood to be non-zero in general. Upcoming sections will
show that modeling only intercalate−intercalate interactions
(Eep + Eee), near the Fermi energy, is sufficient to approximate

Table 2. Onset Transition Temperatures of Superconducting Intercalated Insulatorsa

[ref.]compound Tc‑exp.onset (K) Tc‑PV = PVunit/(xNvalKB) Nval xexp.onset Vunit (Å
3) BCS

32 LixZrNCl 15 (saturates @ 8) 14.26 1 0.16 311 N
32 NaxZrNCl 15 8.46c 1 0.27 311 N
32 KxZrNCl 15 10.89 1 0.21 311 N
33 MgxZrNCl 15 (saturates@11) 11.42 2 0.1 311 N
34 ZnxZrNCl 14d(saturates@5) 4.76 12b 0.04 311 N
35 LixHfNCl 20 (saturates@15) 15.19 1 0.16 331 N
36 NaxHfNCl 22 (saturates@12) 13.50 1 0.18 331 N
33 MgxHfNCl 25 (saturates@15) 12.15 2 0.1 331 N
37 SrxHfNCl 20.3 (saturates@15) 13.50 2 0.09 331 N
37 BaxHfNCl 20.2 (saturates@10) 12.15 2 0.1 331 N
38 KxBP 3.8 5.58 1 0.2 152 Y
38 RbxBP 3.8 5.58 1 0.2 152 Y
38 CsxBP 3.8 5.58 1 0.2 152 Y
38 CaxBP 3.8 5.58 2 0.1 152 Y
39 PdxHoTe3 2.85 4.27 10b 0.08 465 Y
39 PdxY2Te5 2.85 4.27 10b 0.08 465 Y

acontinued. bNval includes outer s and d electrons for transition metals. cCalculated temperature deviates considerably from experimentally
determined value. dNo available detailed reports on efforts to obtain other concentrations.

Figure 1. Inverse onset transition temperature (1/Tc−exp.onset) versus
intercalate valence electron density (Nave/Vunit) for all 39 compounds
listed in Tables 1 and 2. Black, red, and green dashed lines represent fit
of the ideal gas law equation at 1 atm, at 1 atm + 20% error, and at 1atm
− 20% error, respectively.
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the onset of superconductivity for many intercalated insulators
known to date.
Microscopic Description of Tc(a, b, c, Ratom, and xonset)

As previously mentioned, the form of eq 1 is incredibly similar to
the ideal gas law, PV = NKBT. For an ideal gas, N is the number
of free point-like particles within an enclosed volume V. The
pressure, P, is a result of the random elastic motion of these free
particles whose average velocities can be interpreted as
temperature, T. The most probable reason for eq 1 having an
“ideal gas”-like form is because it applies specifically to the limit
of the lowest concentration ((xonsetNval)/Vunit), where super-
conductivity first arises in intercalated insulators. Since super-
conductivity can be modeled as a Fermi gas,42 the ideal gas law
relation is possibly realized as it is the classical limit to low-
density (i.e., concentration) quantum gases. Though similar in
form, there are two major differences between eq 1 and the ideal
gas law. First, the former describes a particular number of dopant
valence electrons, x ×Nval, within an insulating unit cell volume.
Most of these electrons are not free to move classically
throughout the host insulator’s lattice because they are bound
to the intercalate’s nucleus; even though quantum mechanics
requires them to be probabilistic and “gas-like” around their
orbitals. Consequently, the second difference arises in the
interpretation of temperature within eq 1. Instead of the
temperature (i.e., internal energy) arising from an average
velocity through elastic kinematic interactions (with other
dopants and inner surface of volume) like a classical ideal gas, it
is proposed that the temperature arises mostly from the
Coulomb interactions involving intercalate valence electrons

near the Fermi energy. With a semiclassical approach, these
ideas will now be used to rewrite the right side of eq 1 in terms of
Coulomb energies, ECoulomb = (q1q2κe)/(r), and the Fermi
energy, where r is the distance separating charges q1 and q2, and
κe is the Coulomb constant. These energies will eventually be a
function of intercalate-dependent variables and the intercalate’s
spatial distribution (i.e., nearest-neighbor unit cells) throughout
the host.
To account for only intercalate−intercalate Coulomb

energies involving valence electrons, Nval is rewritten in terms
of Nep and Nee. Nep and Nee in eq 3 represent the number of
valence electrons interacting with the effective nuclear charge
(nearest positive charge) of the intercalate and the number of
valence electrons interacting with the nearest neighboring
valence electrons, respectively. The total thermal energy forNval
in terms of KBT in eq 1 can now be rewritten as the energy
distributed over Eep, Eee, and Efermi in eq 3, which are the
Coulomb energy of the electron−proton interaction, Coulomb
energy of the electron−electron interaction, and the Fermi
energy relating to the nearly free electron model in three
dimensions43 for non-interacting electrons, respectively.

= × | × + × − |

=

PV A x N E N E E

x x x

( ( ))

, for ( )

unit s ep ep ee ee fermi

onset min (3)

The constant As is introduced to normalize the thermody-
namic energy PVunit to the newly introduced Coulomb terms
and the Fermi energy on the right-hand side of eq 3. The
constant will be determined in the next section. Subsequently, if

Figure 2. Period number of varying elements versus Tc. Plots (a,b) are the result of incorporating elements of the same group of the periodic table, in
increasing period number, into five insulating/semiconducting solids. Compounds displayed are (Cl, Br, I)Y2C2, (K, Rb, Cs)0.2BP, (Mg, Ca, Sr,
Ba)Ta2S5, (Na, K, Rb, Cs)3C60, and (Na, Rb, Cs)0.3MoS2.

23,25−27,38,42,46−51 Pristine insulating/semiconducting compounds are denoted with period
number = 0 and Tc = 0. A monotonic increase in Tc to saturation is observed when elements are incorporated into non-metallic solids with increasing
period number. Plots (c,d) are the result of incorporating elements of the same group of the periodic table, in increasing period number, into five
metallic/semimetallic solids. Compounds displayed are (Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs)0.33TaS2, (N, P, As)Zr, (Li, Na, K, Rb)2Mo15Se19, (Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba)AlSi, and
(Li, Na, K)Bi.52−57 Pristine, unincorporated metallic/semimetallic compounds are denoted with period number = 0. A nonmonotonic, oscillatory-like
behavior is observed when elements are incorporated into metallic/semimetallic solids with increasing period number. Unit cell volumes within each
series of element−solid pairs are nearly identical. Transition temperatures for Zr compounds, AlSi, and LiBi were found in the SuperCon database.
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correct, numerically solving eq 3 for “x” should give the
necessary minimum onset concentration to “turn on” super-
conductivity in single-element intercalated insulators. Such an
outcome assumes all contributing energies are weighted equally
at the onset.
The electron−proton interaction energy Eep in eq 4 is a result

of the effective nuclear charge, q2 = Zeff × e, of the intercalate
seen by itsNep electrons (q1 = −xNep × e), where e is charge and
R is the atomic radius of the intercalate. All atomic radii used
within this report are the average between the empirical44 and
calculated45 values, which differ at most by approximately 10%.
The electron−electron interaction energy Eee in eq 5 is a result of
Nee electrons (q2 = −xNee × e) interacting with the nearest
neighboring intercalateNee electrons (q1 =−2xNeesin(xNeeπ) ×
e) from all six neighboring unit cells along principal axes (lattice
constants a, b, and c), thereby accounting for the “2” in eq 5.
The expected form of q1, and consequently Eee, is modulated

by sin(xNeeπ) because of another empirical observation similar
to one of Matthias’ original discoveries. Matthias noticed that
the transition temperature of solid solutions containing
transition metals was an oscillatory function of density (valence
electron per atom).4,5 Figure 2 displays the current observation
made for compounds derived from combining non-metals or
metals with elements chosen from similar groups of the periodic
table. Notice that the oscillatory behavior emerges only when
elements are paired with “metals” (Figure 2c,d), with increasing
period number, as opposed to non-metals (Figure 2a,b). In fact,
systematically pairing non-metals with elements in increasing
period number yields a monotonic increase in Tc to saturation.
Increasing the period number of the varying element increases
the atomic radius and weight, and the number of its valence
electrons is unchanged. Larger radii inevitably elevates
electron−electron interactions between these valence electrons
and the free electrons already in metallic systems. Consequently,

sin(xNeeπ) was chosen (as opposed to density,∼ sin(Nee/Vunit))
to modulate Eee as each family of compounds shares similar
volumes, and because it seems only relevant when heightened
electron−electron interactions are present in some form.
The Fermi energy Efermi is in three dimensions in eq 6. It is a

function of x, Nee, Vunit, me, and ℏ. The latter two constants are
the electron’s rest mass and Planck’s constant divided by 2π,
respectively.

κ= − i
k
jjj

y
{
zzzE xN Z e

R
( )( )( )

1
ep ep eff

2
e (4)

π κ= × + +i
k
jjj

y
{
zzzE xN xN e

a b c
( ) 2sin( )( )

1 1 1
ee ee

2
ee

2
e (5)

π
= ℏ i

k
jjjjj

y

{
zzzzzE

m
xN

V2
3

fermi

2

e

2
ee

unit

2/3

(6)

Choosing Nep and Nee and Calculating Zeff
There are now only two variables and one constant left to be
determined in eq 3; they are Nee, Nep, and As, respectively.
Electron−electron interactions are maximized in the metallic
and superconducting states.14,58 For this reason, the number of
available valence electrons taking part in electron−phonon
interactions is minimized to Nep = 1 for all intercalates (e.g., the
inner 2s1 electron within oxygen in Figure 3). Interaction
energies Eep and Eee and the Fermi energy EFermi are depicted in
Figure 3 for one oxygen atom intercalated at x = 1 within a
generic volume along one dimension.
For intercalates from groups 13−17 of the periodic table and

transition metals,Nee =Nval− 1. For example, oxygen yieldsNval
= 6 and Nee = 5 and copper yields Nval = 11 and Nee = 10, where
the latter “Nval” includes all the outer s and d electrons because it

Figure 3.Oxygen intercalated within a generic volume. Image depicts one intercalated oxygen atom (x = 1) per unit cell within a generic volume along
one dimension. The parts of the oxygen atom that are emphasized are the nucleus, screening electrons between the 2s1 electron (i.e.,Nep = 1, n = 2 and ζ
= 2.245845) and the nucleus, and outer electrons 2s12p4 (i.e.,Nee = 5). Energies shown are the Fermi energy EFermi as a function ofNee, the interaction
energy Eep between the 2s

1 electron and the nucleus as a function of the effective nuclear charge Zeff = n× ζ, and the interaction energy Eee between the
outer electrons of the nearest-neighboring unit cells along one direction/principal axis.
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is a transition metal. For alkali and alkaline-earth metal
intercalates, Nval = Nee. For example, potassium yields Nval =
Nee = Nep = 1 and strontium yields Nval = Nee = 2 and Nep = 1.
The effective nuclear charge Zeff seen by the innermost

electron (Nep = 1) can be calculated using eq 7.

ζ= ×Z neff (7)

where ζ is the orbital exponent45,59 of the electron with principal
quantum number n. In other words, Zeff is the effective nuclear
charge seen by a single outer electron after all other outer

electrons of Nee are first accounted for. For example, for oxygen,
copper, strontium, and potassium intercalates, the right side of
eq 7 is 2.2458 × 2 (Nee = 5), 4.4002 × 3 (Nee = 10), 2.9830 × 4
(Nee = 2), and 2.5752 × 3 (Nee = 1), respectively. These
intercalates and their calculated Zeff are explicitly shown in Table
3.
The dimensionless constant As was determined from eq 3 by

the use of onset data from CuxTiSe2.
8 This compound was

chosen because it has the best resolution in dopant
concentration as it evolves from an insulator to a super-

Table 3. Onset Concentration of Superconducting Intercalated Insulatorsa

[ref.]Compound xexp.onset xcalc.onset Nep Nee Nval R (Å) Zeff [n, ζ] Vunit (Å
3)

16 PdxTiSe2 0.11 0.1063 1 9 10b 1.545 13.618 [4d, 3.4044] 65
17 CuxIrTe2 0.05 0.0472 1 10 11b 1.4 13.201 [3d, 4.4002] 75
15 NbxBi2Se3 0.25 0.2508 1 4 5b 1.715 11.238 [4d, 2.8094] 426
18 SrxBi2Se3 0.1 0.3601c 1 2 2 2.095 11.932 [4p, 2.9830] 426
19 CuxBi2Se3 0.1 0.1077 1 10 11b 1.4 13.201 [3d, 4.4002] 426
20,21 K2+xC60 1 0.9662 1 1 1 2.315 7.7256 [3p, 2.5752] 2810
21 Rb2+xC60 1 0.8593 1 1 1 2.5 10.881 [4p, 2.7202] 2810
22 Cs2+xC60 1d 0.8129 1 1 1 2.815 13.651 [5p, 2.7302] 2810
23,24 NaxMoS2 0.3 0.2149 1 1 1 1.85 6.8018 [2p, 3.4009] 153
25,51 KxMoS2 0.13 0.2173c 1 1 1 2.315 7.7256 [3p, 2.5752] 142
26 RbxMoS2 0.3d 0.1966 1 1 1 2.5 10.881 [4p, 2.7202] 153
23 CsxMoS2 0.3d 0.199 1 1 1 2.815 13.651 [5p, 2.7302] 174
27 CaxMoS2 0.2 0.3365 1 2 2 1.87 8.6583 [3p, 2.8861] 191
27 SrxMoS2 0.2 0.2079 1 2 2 2.095 11.932 [4p, 2.9830] 191
27 BaxMoS2 0.2 0.1932 1 2 2 2.34 14.800 [5p, 2.9601] 191
28 K2+xC22H14 0.6 0.4936 1 1 1 2.315 7.7256 [3p, 2.5752] 672
28 Rb2+xC22H14 1.1d,e 0.4241c 1 1 1 2.5 10.881 [4p, 2.7202] 672
29 Ca1+xC22H14 0.5d 0.4391 1 2 2 1.87 8.6583 [3p, 2.8861] 672
30 K2+xC14H10 1d,e 0.4126c 1 1 1 2.315 7.7256 [3p, 2.5752] 485
30 Rb2+xC14H10 1d,e 0.3579c 1 1 1 2.5 10.881 [4p, 2.7202] 485
31 Sr1+xC14H10 0.5 0.3583 1 2 2 2.095 11.932 [4p, 2.9830] 485
31 Ba1+xC14H10 0.5 0.3359 1 2 2 2.34 14.800 [5p, 2.9601] 485
12 YBa2Cu3O6+x 0.35 0.1981 1 5 6 0.54 4.4916 [2s, 2.2458] 243

aTable includes experimentally measured onset concentration xexp.onset for superconductivity, calculated concentration xcalc.onset, and physical
properties to compute xcalc.onset for intercalated insulators. bNval includes outer s and d electrons for transition metals. cCalculated concentration
deviates considerably from experimentally determined value. dNo available detailed reports on efforts to obtain lower concentrations. eThe
emergence of superconductivity depends on the synthesis time, non-monotonically, for some alkali-intercalated organics.28 Only synthesis at t = 20
h was attempted for Rb2+xC14H10, and similarly for others.30 Therefore, xexp.onset <1 might be possible.

Table 4. Onset Concentration of Superconducting Intercalated Insulatorsa

[ref.]compound xexp.onset xcalc.onset Nep Nee Nval R (Å) Zeff [n, ζ] Vunit (Å
3)

32 LixZrNCl 0.16 0.5439c 1 1 1 1.56 2.6906 [1s, 2.6906] 311
32 NaxZrNCl 0.27 0.3149 1 1 1 1.85 6.8018 [2p, 3.4009] 311
32 KxZrNCl 0.21 0.3333 1 1 1 2.315 7.7256 [3p, 2.5752] 311
33 MgxZrNCl 0.1 0.3457c 1 2 2 1.475 7.8258 [2p, 3.9129] 311
34 ZnxZrNCl 0.04d 0.1022c 1 11 12b 1.385 5.9652 [4s, 1.4913] 311
35 LixHfNCl 0.16 0.5663c 1 1 1 1.56 2.6906 [1s, 2.6906] 331
36 NaxHfNCl 0.18 0.3259 1 1 1 1.85 6.8018 [2p, 3.4009] 331
33 MgxHfNCl 0.1 0.3548c 1 2 2 1.475 7.8258 [2p, 3.9129] 331
37 SrxHfNCl 0.09 0.3364c 1 2 2 2.095 11.932 [4p, 2.9830] 331
37 BaxHfNCl 0.1 0.3072c 1 2 2 2.34 14.800 [5p, 2.9601] 331
38 KxBP 0.2 0.2249 1 1 1 2.315 7.7256 [3p, 2.5752] 152
38 RbxBP 0.2 0.1956 1 1 1 2.5 10.881 [4p, 2.7202] 152
38 CsxBP 0.2 0.1851 1 1 1 2.815 13.651 [5p, 2.7302] 152
38 CaxBP 0.1 0.2601c 1 2 2 1.87 8.6583 [3p, 2.8861] 152
39 PdxHoTe3 0.08 0.1204 1 9 10b 1.545 13.618 [4d, 3.4044] 465
39 PdxY2Te5 0.08 0.1204 1 9 10b 1.545 13.618 [4d, 3.4044] 465

aContinued with a separate footnote. bNval includes outer s and d electrons for transition metals. cCalculated concentration deviates considerably
from the experimentally determined value, at xcalc.onset ≈3.5 × xexp.onset.

dNo available detailed reports on efforts to obtain other concentrations.
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conductor, leading to a more precise determination of the onset
of superconductivity. For CuxTiSe2, the variables areNep = 1,Nee
= 10, R = 1.4 Å, Zeff = 13.201, Vunit = 65 Å3, P = 101, 325 Pa, and
the experimentally measured onset concentration, xexp.onset =
0.045. As a result, the constant As is equal to 4.01 × 10−5.
Mechanical equilibrium for all intercalated compounds

mentioned in this report was maintained before and during
measurement ofTc. Specifically, the sample pressure and volume
remained unchanged, precisely at 1 atm. Using eq 3, the
superconducting onset concentration xcalc.onset is calculated and
compared to the experimentally measured value, xexp.onset, for
other intercalated insulators; these values are displayed in Tables
3 and 4. Table 5 contains lattice parameters used in the

calculation for xcalc.onset. Surprisingly, eq 3 reasonably estimates
the concentration x at the onset of superconductivity for many of
the intercalated insulators mentioned in the report. This is
shown graphically in Figure 4, where the data clustering on or
near the green region reveals the most successful prediction of

onset concentrations, xcalc.onset/xexp.onset = 1 ± 20%. Due to the
simple yet intricate form of eq 3, the near exact estimation of
onset concentrations, in terms of physical parameters of the host
and intercalate, indicates the possibility of a coincidence to be
unlikely. However, other ideas are required to be posed and
tested to verify this suspicion.

= ×
+ × −

‐T A
N E N E E

N K

( )
c calc s

ep ep ee ee fermi

val B (8)

Combining eqs 1 and 3 leads to eq 8 for calculating transition
temperatures at xonset as a function of x, Nval, Nep, Nee, R, Zeff,
Vunit, and As. See the Supporting Information, where eq 8 is
evaluated for superconducting compounds with experimentally
verified temperature phase diagrams: CuxTiSe2, Alkali3C60
(alkali = K, Rb, Cs), and YBa2Cu3O6+x. Equation 8 does not
exactly reproduce phase diagrams because it was derived for
onset conditions; however, concentrations of x ≥ xonset closely
approximate some as shown in plots S1, S2, and S3 in the
Supporting Information.

Pressure Dependence, P > 1 atm

In the first section, it was shown that in the limit of small x, for
dTc/dx at P = 1 atm, the ideal gas equation can be used to
characterize the onset of superconductivity in intercalated
insulators, such that (PV)/(xonsetNvalKBTc) = 1. In comparison,
available reports on the pressure dependence on Tc for
intercalated insulators crossing the insulator−superconductor
boundary do not exist in abundance. However, at least one
report suggests a violation of the ideal gas law equation in the
limit of “small P”, for dTc/dP at x = constant. For the intercalated
A15 structure of Cs3C60, superconductivity first occurs at Ponset =
4440 atm.10 At the onset, Vunit = 1585 Å and Tc = 35 K. This
leads to the ratio (PonsetV)/(xNvalKBTc) = 1312, an apparent
violation of the ideal gas equation by a factor of 103. The ratio is
between 0.67 and 1 for the intercalated fcc structure of Cs3C60,
for dTc/dx at P = 1 atm.
There are several possible reasons for the large ratio estimated

for the A15 structure. Maybe the valence electron of the
intercalate, Cs3, can no longer be used to characterize the onset
for dTc/dP, or maybe it can, but its contribution is greatly
diminished by a factor of 103. The ideal gas law relation may also
be irrelevant for dTc/dP, or most likely, it is only relevant in the
limit of low concentrations x and low pressures near 1 atm.More
data for intercalated superconductors at elevated pressures are
needed to elucidate this matter.

■ DISCUSSION
It is clear that when provided with basic information of the
intercalate and its host environment, as shown above, it is
possible to estimate the minimum intercalate concentration
required to induce superconductivity within insulators. Even
though this appears true in general, concentration estimates for 7
out of 10 intercalated ZrNCl and HfNCl are 3−3.5 times higher
than values determined from experiment, as shown in Figure 4.
Therefore, although the ideal gas law equation can be used to
characterize their onset transition temperatures, the final
formula deduced from it does not accurately predict onset
concentrations. It is worth mentioning ZrNCl and HfNCl are
the only insulators in this report, which contain superconducting
binary constituents: they are ZrN60 and HfN,61 respectively.
Also, while the above sections neglect interactions between the
intercalate and the host, the superconductivity in ZrNCl and

Table 5. Lattice Parameters of Insulators Mentioned in Table
3 [(Element)y(Insulator)] for All 39 Compounds Listed in
Tables 3 and 4

insulator (lattice constants) a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)

TiSe2 3.54 3.54 6.01
IrTe2 3.99 3.99 5.47
Bi2Se3 4.142 4.142 29.83
C60 14.154 14.154 14.154
[Na0.3]MoS2 ∼3.20 ∼3.20 14.97
[K0.13]MoS2 3.212 3.212 15.871
[Rb0.3]MoS2 3.2039 3.2039 17.1937
[Cs0.3]MoS2 ∼3.20 ∼3.20 19.61
[(Ca, Sr, Ba)0.2]MoS2 ∼3.20 ∼3.20 18.64
C22H14 8.427 6.17 13.548
C14H10 8.43 6.134 9.417
YBCO 3.82 3.885 11.683
ZrNCl 3.604 3.604 27.672
HfNCl 3.589 3.589 29.722
BP (black phosphorus) 3.31 10.48 4.37
HoTe3 4.286 25.304 4.288
Y2Te5 4.286 25.304 4.288

Figure 4. Ratio between xcalc.onset and xexp.onset for all 39 intercalated
compounds listed in Tables 3 and 4. The green region represents a
“perfect” prediction between experimentally verified xexp.onset and
xcalc.onset calculated from eq 3, resulting in a ratio of xcalc.onset/xexp.onset
= 1 ± 20%. The red region represents xcalc.onset/xexp.onset = 3.5 ± 20%.
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HfNCl is thought to be dominated by such interactions. For
example, upon lithium intercalation of ZrNCl, it is believed that
the compound becomes metallic by partially filling the t2g band.
This occurs because electrons are transferred from lithium to
ZrN layers through chlorine layers.60 Therefore, the dominant
interaction in intercalated ZrNCl and perhaps in HfNCl seems
to occur primarily between the intercalate and the binary
components of the host compound (e.g., ZrN and HfN),
thereby causing the estimation of onset parameters to depend on
intercalate−host interactions for ZrNCl and HfNCl.
Because the isotope effect is one of the few hallmarks of

superconductivity, it was surprising to empirically observe Tc
independent of isotopic mass (i.e., ideal gas) at the insulator-
superconductor boundary for intercalates. This mass independ-
ence is also evident in the final equation derived to predict onset
concentrations. Though unexpected, the absence of the isotope
effect was shown experimentally via magnetization and
resistivity measurements for alkali intercalated C60, when

85Rb
was substituted for 87Rb.62−64 Seeing that the experimental
perturbation occurred with the intercalate (while closely
obeying onset conditions) and not the host, the isotope effect
can be modeled similar to previous sections by eq 9, the energy
due to electron−neutron interactions among intercalates. In
terms of resistivity measurements, for example, charged current
densities would create amagnetic field,∇× BJ = μoJ. These fields
would then interact with the magnetic moments of nearby
intercalate neutrons (μn = −1.91 × NnμN),

65 where Nn is the
number of neutrons in the intercalate and mp is the proton mass
in eq 10. For typical electron densities used for measuring
transition temperatures via resistivity, J ∼ 10−100 mA/cm2,46

the effect onTc is confirmed negligible because (Eep + Eee)/Een≈
1011 for K3C60 and Rb3C60.

μ= − × − × ·E N B( 1.91 ) ( )nen N J (9)

μ = ℏe
m2N

p (10)

With further verification, the procedure outlined in this article
can be seen as an empirical blueprint for creating new
superconductors from insulators, and perhaps low-density
semimetals. For example, suppose one desires to synthesize a
new superconducting intercalate, AlxC60, eq 3 suggests it would
require a concentration of around x = 0.8. According to eq 1, the
projected onset Tc for Al0.8C60 would be 6.5 K. This applies to
Aln+xC60 as well, where n = integer, if AlnC60 were found to be
insulating with comparable lattice parameters to C60. Keep in
mind that solving eq 3 seems to reveal possibilities of new
superconductors; it does not govern the chemical or
thermodynamic stability of the desired new superconducting
compound. Therefore, creating new intercalated compounds
such as Aln+0.8C60 may not be possible when other parameters are
examined, such as the dopant’s solubility and diameter.
Much work is needed to improve the accuracy in predicting

onset concentrations; Figure 4 indicates the necessity. To
accomplish this, currently, the influences of spin and
intercalate−host interactions are being considered. Other
empirically motivated forms of intercalate−intercalate inter-
actions are also being considered and the influence of external
perturbations (e.g., magnetic fields and pressure) will follow. To
this end, in light of the current observation that the ideal gas law
relation describes the insulator−superconductor boundary for

intercalated insulators, for better predictions, a rigorous
approach guided by first principles may prove beneficial.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The insulator−superconductor boundary of intercalated in-
sulators can be modeled almost exactly using the ideal gas law
equation. This empirical observation leads to certain assump-
tions about intercalated systems, which aid in predicting onset
concentrations required to bring about superconductivity in
insulators. Predictions seem possible when basic information of
the intercalate (e.g., atomic radius) and its environment (e.g.,
lattice parameters) is known beforehand.
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corrected version was reposted on November 22, 2021.
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was reposted on November 24, 2021.
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